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Introduction 1
Citrus canker is a disease which gets worldwide concern as its potentially 2 hazardous threat to citriculture. This disease can affect all types of citrus 3 erwise the misjudgment can lose the best opportunity to prevent the spread 42 of the disease. The lack of experts in this area limits the timely and wide 43 identification of the disease.
44
As information technologies have been applied in more and more fields, 45 new methods are now being investigated to identify citrus disease. The objective of this paper is to present an approach based on computer 74 vision to detecting citrus canker. The detection is based on citrus leaf images 75 collected in field which is more difficult and challenge than those captured in 76 labs. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
77
• Deal with citrus canker detection from real citrus leaf images captured 78 in field rather than from labs.
79
• An improved AdaBoost algorithm was developed to segment citrus le-80 sions from background.
81
• The whole leaf images were divided into several zones. Then the local 82 features of each zone (distribution of color and texture information) 83 were extracted and assembled to generate a citrus canker descriptor.
84
• A hierarchical and staged detection scheme was formulated to identify 85 citrus canker based on images collected under various natural condi-86 tions.
87
• Several machine learning methods were investigated to construct the 88 classifier and tested on real-world data. Furthermore, the proposed ap- 
Hierarchical Citrus Canker Detection

98
To detect citrus canker from the images collected in field is more difficult 99 than the images captured in labs, one of the key reasons is because the 100 background is sometimes similar to the specific part of a canker lesion. To The global matching stage aims to find suspicious citrus disease lesion areas image. Figure 2 shows the procedure of global matching.
120
Then the merged area was quantized into four zones to extract the com- 
127
The features used in this training and detection are the combined local 128 features, which will be discussed in section 3.2. If the lesion is judged as any 129 type of canker lesion described above, it is classified to be canker infected.
130
In our approach, a SceBoost algorithm was used to train the above thresh-131 old classifiers, the detailed description of SceBoost algorithm is in section 3.1.
132
Our strategy is to include other disease samples we collected in negative sam- 
Citrus Canker Lesion Descriptor
137
Citrus canker lesions' appearance can be described by phytopathologists 
Input:
The image, I;
The classifier of small size samples, C 1 ; The classifier of area size samples, C 2 ; The set of lesion windows, Q = ∅; The set of merged windows, P = ∅; The set of lesion area, R = ∅;
The threshold of merged area T h: Output:
The set of merged lesion areas, R; 1: preprocess image I; 2: divide I into small windows W ij which are in the same size,
W ij ∩ W pq = ∅, if i = p and j = q, m is the number of lesion windows at vertical direction and n at horizontal direction; if Q i is adjacent to any area in P , then 13: if area P k is adjacent to Q i , then 14: add Q i to P k and update P k ; define the symmetric cross entropy of two weak classifiers h i and h j as:
Where h 
201
To determine whether a weak classifier h i is redundant or not we can
Where 
Where C is a coefficient which is selected based on experimental results
210
(with different C). It can affect the search granularity and the computing 
The maximum number Mmax of weak classifiers to be selected The initial value of adaptive threshold AT S The feature vector F = (f 1 , ..., f m);
The candidate classifiers set Ch;
Initialization:
2. Iteration: for t = 1, 2, ..., T do (1)Using w t to produce sample weights distribution D t on E
(2)On each feature vector f j , j = 1..m, fit the weak classifiers h j,t on D t ; (3)Ch=(h j,t , j = 1..m) (4)For h j,t , j = 1..m, calculate classification error:
(5) while Ch is nonempty do Choose h j,t with lowest ε j from the candidate classifiers Calculate :
Remove h j,t from Ch end if end while (6) Adjust AT S according to Eq.(3) (7) Goto (5) (8) Calculate :
(9)Update weights:
end for 3. Return the strong hypothesis:
3.2.1. Local Binary Patterns R, which is sampled at P points:
where, g c corresponds to the gray value of the central pixel, g p is the value code by multiplying binomial coefficient 2 p with each S(g p -g c ):
where:
By definition, LBP describes the spatial structure of the local texture. 
255
Our approach is to divide the whole infected area into four zones based on 256 the description of plant phytopathologists: the center area, the inner circular 257 hue zone, the halo and the leaf background.
258
The quantization method is as follows: I is the image for segmentation, thresholded; (c) weights; h 3 , h 5 , h 6 , h 7 > h c ; h 0 , h 1 , h 2 , h 4 < h c ; C = (h 3 +h 5 + h 6 +h 7 )/4−(h 0 +h 1 +h 2 +h 4 )/4; LBP H = (h 3 * 8+h 5 * 32+h 6 * 64+h 7 * 128)/C
272
In figure 7 , an image is firstly converted into HIS color space. For a local 273 neighbored area, the central pixel h c and its P neighbors h p , (p = 0, ..., P −1),
274
we can calculate the joint difference texture T by subtracting h c from h p , where t(h i −h j ) is the difference distribution of color between neighbor pixels 276 h i and h j .
Let the number of h p (h p > h c ) be c u and the number of h p (h p ≤ h c ) be 278 c l . Then contrast operator C can be calculated as:
where
280
If c u or c l is zero, S u or S l is directly set to zero. Also from the defini-281 tion 14, we can infer that C cannot be zero.
282
The LBPH value of a central pixel h c is computed as: 
where Z k is the mean of LBPH in zone k, N k is the number of the pixels 295 included in this zone. P is the number of the neighbors. N is the row number
296
and M is the column number of this image.
297 Figure 8 shows an example of LBPH value distribution in each zone.
298
The X and Y axes represent pixel position and the vertical axis repre- 
Experimental Results
308
The proposed method has been tested to evaluate its effectiveness were evaluated in terms of classification rate.
313
The leaf images used in this research were collected from orange plants in These samples were in different sizes depending on size of each lesion area.
344
In the global matching period, the negative sample set includes normal leave 345 samples without any lesions. As we need small window size (10×10 in this 346 study) images to train the classifier C 1 in algorithm 1 at the first level, the In section 3.2.2 we proposed a color-quantized method to divide a lesion 389 area into four zones and extract features from each zone, we keep classifier 390 C 1 and retrain C 2 using Set1200 -120 using two different features. The test 391 set is Set400. that covers 600 all types of canker lesions and all types of negative samples.
421
The two types of classifiers are all based on AdaBoost and the number of the harm of the citrus canker, the miss of canker in detection is more dan-433 gerous than the non-lesion, therefore subclass strategy is more reasonable for 434 this research. 
